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Arizona Here We Come 

By Don Laine 

2017 RMOWP Calendar 

January 23 ~ Contest 2017 Deadline 

April 23-26 ~ Conference in Sierra 
Vista, Arizona 

May 30 ~ Scholarship deadline 

June 20-24 ~ Photo Workshop in Rocky 
Mountain National Park 

See www.rmowp.org for details 

The community of Sierra Vista, in the scenic southeastern corner of 
Arizona, is the site of the 2017 conference of Rocky Mountain Out-
door Writers and Photographers. The conference is scheduled from the 
afternoon of Sunday, April 23 through the evening of Wednesday, 
April 26, but with all the extra points of interest in the area con-
ference attendees will probably want to schedule a little extra time. 

Activities include a guided nature walk in the Nature Conservancy’s 
Ramsey Canyon Preserve, a 380-acre streamside oasis of Arizona 
sycamore trees known for its diversity of plants and wildlife, includ-

ing numerous birds, especially hummingbirds. We’ll also have a guid-
ed field trip to the ghost town of Fairbank with a walk up the hill to its 
19th-century cemetery.  

A nature walk along the San Pedro River, in the San Pedro Riparian 
National Conservation Area, is scheduled, and we’ve booked a 
walking tour with an historian in nearby Tombstone, “The Town Too 
Tough to Die”.  

There will be writing and photography workshops, and a pre-
conference bird photography workshop with our  own Tom Ulr ich 
is in the planning stages. We hope to also offer small-group jaunts to 
see the area’s famed elf owls.   

Conference headquarters will be the Sierra Suites motel, 391 E. Fry 
Blvd. (www.sierravistasuites.com; 520-459-4221). When calling for 
reservations, tell them you’re with RMOWP. Our daily group rate for 

one or two people is $59 for a standard king 
room (one bed) and $69 for an executive 
double queen room for those that want two 
beds. ADA rooms are the same price, there 
are both smoking and non-smoking rooms, 
and a limited number of pet rooms are avail-
able at $10 per pet per night extra. Rates in-
clude a hot breakfast buffet and rooms have 
refrigerators and microwaves. Sierra Suites 
also has an outdoor heated pool and an exer-
cise room.  

Registration forms with detailed costs will 
be sent out soon, but it looks like this will be 
one of our cheapest conferences in years. In 
addition to the bargain lodging rates dicussed 
above, the registration fee is expected to be 
about $50 per person, meals will be in the 
$20 to $25 range, and cost for the Tombstone 
walking tour is $20 per person. 

Sierra Vista is south of I-10, about 90 
minutes from Tucson International Airport, 
and most of the areas we’ll be exploring will 
be below 5,500-feet elevation (slightly high-
er than Denver and Albuquerque).  

Although we can’t guarantee perfect 
weather, there is usually very little rain in 
southeastern Arizona in late April, average 
high temperatures for Sierra Vista at that 
time are in the low to mid-70s and average 
lows are in the upper 40s. 

October sunset after hailstorm at our campground  

about 10 miles north of Sierra Vista © Don Laine 

http://www.rmowp.org
http://www.sierravistasuites.com
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The Good Old Days 

 

While exploring southeastern Arizona a few months back in anticipation of RMOWP’s 2017 conference, we visited the historic  

Fairbank Schoolhouse and discovered the following: 

 

Teacher's contract – Tucson, Arizona 1923 

 

This is an agreement between Miss ______________________, teacher, and the Board of Education of the ____________________ 

School whereby Miss ______________________ agrees to teach in the ____________________ School for a period of eight months 

beginning September 1, 1923. The Board of Education agrees to pay Miss ______________________ the sum of $75.00 per month.  

 

Miss ______________________ agrees: 

1. Not to get married. 

2. Not to keep company with men. 

3. Not to loiter in downtown ice cream stores. 

4. To be home between the hours of 8:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. unless involved at a school function. 

5. Not to leave town at any time without the permission from the Chairman of the Board of Trustees. 

6. Not to smoke cigarettes. This contract becomes null and void immediately if the teacher is found smoking. 

7. Not to drink beer, wine, or whiskey. This contract becomes null and void immediately if the teacher is found drinking 

beer, wine, or whiskey. 

8. Not to ride in a carriage or automobile with any man except her brother or father. 

9. Not to dress in bright colors. 

10. To wear at least two petticoats. 

11. Not to wear dresses more than two inches above the ankles. 

12. To keep the schoolroom clean. 

a. To sweep the classroom floor at least once daily. 

b. To scrub the classroom floor at least once weekly with soap and hot water. 

c. To start the fire at 7:00 a.m. so the room will be warm when the children arrive. 

d. To clean the blackboard at least once daily. 

13. Not to use face powder, mascara, or paint the lips. 
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Writer’s Corner 

Stranger than Fiction 

by Virginia Parker Staat 

“Truth is stranger than fiction, but it is because Fiction is obliged to stick to possibilities; Truth isn’t.”  
~Mark Twain, Following the Equator: a Journey Around the World 

It was a vision to behold… nearly 100 men, each dressed in white, all dancing, twirling, running, and flapping their arms 
while the band raucously sang the old Gospel tune, I’ll Fly Away. A preposterous story? I should warn you that when I 
was a child my grandmother would chide me for my vivid imagination and the tales I would tell.  

As I write this, Halloween and Dia de Los Muertos (Day of the Dead) approach, with all their macabre implications. 
With chilling stories swirling between these two bewitching days, let’s examine three gruesome tales to see what truths 
they may hold: 

1. A dead whale being transported through town exploded, showering cars, shops, and residents with 
rotting entrails, blood, and blubber.  

2. A single lightning strike killed over 300 reindeer. 

3. Millions of wintering bats have been found dead, most exhibiting fuzzy, white noses. 

So what do these sensational stories have to do with writing? I remember the day my favorite professor read two arti-
cles aloud in class. In the first, a crematorium had burned to the ground when a 500-pound body created excessive heat, 
melting the chimney and causing an inferno that could be seen from miles away. I don’t remember the second, fictitious 
story. His point was that sometimes the most bizarre stories we write are true.  

Nonfiction writers build trust by writing truths. We have an ethical responsibility to tell the truth, check our facts, and 
report without exaggeration. Our credibility is especially on the line each time we write about the strange and sensation-
al.  

We build credibility when we write confidently, use an active rather than passive voice, back our data with credible 
sources, report fairly, stick to our topic, and deliver on promises. When relevant, we incorporate our personal experience, 
special knowledge, or unique perspective. When possible, we include photographs. 

In contrast, our credibility instantly diminishes when we include a sentence similar to the one I used in my opening 
paragraph (i.e., I should warn you that when I was a child my grandmother would chide me for my vivid imagination and 
the tales I would tell.). We also diminish our credibility when we write vaguely like I did with the three gruesome stories. 
We lose our credibility when we manipulate the truth. 

Each of my sensational stories is true. Let’s take a closer look at the exploding whale tale. After reading several re-
ports about the whale, I found the most credible article packed with facts. It happened in Tainin, Taiwan. The 56-foot, 60
-ton sperm whale beached itself and died on January 17, 2004. Researchers wanted to do an autopsy for educational pur-
poses but had difficulty securing a location. On January 26, workers used three cranes to hoist the whale’s remains on a 
flatbed for transport to a nature preserve. The carcass exploded en route. The journalist’s report included eyewitness tes-
timony to the explosion and the clean-up. He provided forensic reasons why the whale exploded. He did not title his arti-
cle There She Blows (unfortunately, several other writers did). 

In my other sensational stories, the simple addition of one or two credible facts would have made it much easier for 
readers to discern their authenticity, i.e., The Norwegian Nature Inspectorate reports a single lightning strike killed 323 
reindeer when they apparently huddled together in fear during the storm. The U.S. Forest Service warns that whole pop-
ulations of wintering bats are dying to White-Nose Syndrome, so named because of the telltale white, fuzzy fungus 
growing on the noses of many infected bats. 

As writers, our credibility is fragile, especially when we write about the bizarre. We build credibility with each truth-
ful sentence we write and can easily destroy it with just one exaggeration. When we write vaguely or sensationally, our 
readers become suspect and begin to scrutinize every detail. Lee Gutkind writes in his book Y ou Can’t Make This Stuff 
Up, “honesty and credibility are the bone and sinew, the essential irrefutable anchoring elements of nonfiction.” 

We live in an amazing world filled with extraordinary moments… some wonderfully beautiful and others extremely 
bizarre. We expand our reader’s knowledge and their horizons when we write these stories in a truthful and credible re-
port. 

And just to wrap this up… my vision of nearly 100 white-clad men dancing and flapping their arms to I’ll Fly Away? 
True. I witnessed these inmates dancing at my first Kairos prison ministry closing ceremony. Truth is, indeed, stranger 
than fiction. 
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Jack’s Jaunts 

A Yukon Dream Come True 

Article & photos by Jack Olson 

“There are strange things done in the midnight sun 

By the men who moil for gold; 

The Arctic trails have their secret tales 

That would make your blood run cold; 

The Northern Lights have seen queer sights 

But the queerest they ever did see 

Was that night on the marge of Lake Lebarge 

I cremated Sam McGee.” 

~ Robert Service 

I had a beloved, eccentric speech teacher in high school 
who first enthralled me with thrilling tales of the Yukon. 
We always knew when he’d been out drinking with his 
buddies the night before and didn’t have a lesson plan. 
He’d tell “shaggy dog stories” that would last twenty 
minutes. He’d act out scenes from plays, playing all the 

parts with perfectly distinctive voices. But, best of all, we 
could count on him to dramatically recite The Cremation 
of Sam McGee. Right then, at age fifteen, I knew I had to 
someday travel to the Yukon. That was before the territory 
became a province and was then called simply Yukon. 

I graduated from high school, then college. There was 
four year’s penance in New York City. I’d had enough. I 
quit my job and fled to Colorado. I craved mountains, lots 
and lots of mountains. I made many friends, and we 
tromped all over the state and the West, hiking, climbing, 
camping. A little more than ten years later RMOWP great-
ly expanded my friendships, experiences, and knowledge.  

Years passed, thirty in all, and it seemed I might have 
tried about everything you could do in the outdoors. I’d 
even ventured into southern Canada a few times. But 
something was missing, and that Robert Service poem 
stuck in my memory. Then, the dream came true. My 
friends, Don and Joanne, invited me to meet them in Ju-

neau, and we’d strike deep into northern Canada in their 
trailer. Oh, happy day. 

After a few days in Juneau we took the ferry up the 
Lynn Canal to Skagway. The first night we camped at the 
edge of town. A rowdy bar nearby featured gritty enter-
tainment for the summer 
tourists. We heard the 
twanging guitars and 
mournful songs of mining 
failures. A pause, and then--
-“There are strange things 
done in the midnight 
sun….” I thought I‘d died. 

Could anything be better? 
Well, yes, we were still in 
Alaska. The next day we 
crossed White Pass into 
British Columbia. We 
camped by a big lake, just 
us, all alone. I could hardly 
sleep. The next morning we 
headed straight north, 
through dense, moody 
woods. But suddenly, with 
no fanfare, there was an 
unpretentious but nicely painted sign: YUKON. I honestly 
thought I would cry.  

We took a side trip down to vast Atlin Lake in British 
Columbia so my friend could fish for grayling. I woke dur-
ing the night, looked out the window and saw half the sky 
filled with the dancing aurora. I hesitantly woke my 
friends, and we stood outside to marvel at the flowing, 
colorful waves. The next day we drove back into Yukon 
and on to Whitehorse, the provincial capital.  

Leaving Whitehorse we passed a sign for a road to Lake 
Lebarge, and I ached as we drove by. We pulled in to 
Haines Junction and made camp for several days. There 
was no end of exploration. We slogged up an outflow 
streambed, full of glacial-smoothed stones. Rusted ma-
chinery was scattered in the area, a remnant of the feverish 
construction of the Alaska Highway during World War II. 
Fireweed, Yukon’s provincial flower, was in full, deep 

Beginning the hike to Mount Decoeli 

Slims River from Sheep Mountain trail 

Bearberries in deep fall color, 

Kluane Nat’l Park, Yukon 
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pinkish bloom. At this latitude the aspen in August were a 
golden display. 

All this was a prelude to the climactic day. Our goal was 
to climb 6,000+ foot Mount Decoeli. That’s like climbing a 
foothill out of Denver but here you start near timberline 
with over a 4,000 vertical foot ascent. A nice eleven-mile 
day hike. Don, afraid of heights, went fishing. Joanne, un-
afraid, accompanied me as we struck out bushwhacking 

through willows and bearberries into Kluane National Park 
and Reserve. A national park, and not another soul in sight. 

We pushed ahead over ankle-breaker rocks up to the 
base of the mountain. Then began a slow trudge up a per-
fect angle of repose slope. You take a step, the rocks shift, 
and there’s a clunk below the surface. It seems as if the 
entire layer will slide however many thousands of feet it 
needs to. But it doesn’t. This is the point of climbing where 
trust comes in. Joanne had never experienced this before 

and was nervous. I pretended I wasn’t. 

The top of the peak was gulp producing. Mountains 
were strewn in all directions, tops of the highest dusted 
with fresh autumnal snow. The air was crystal clear, and an 
enormous lake glistened far below. A small storm above it 
wrung out its burden and gave birth to a perfect rainbow. 
Oh my, oh my, my, my. 

Then it was time to head down. At the base of the 
mountain we stopped in the tundra to have a late lunch. 
But we weren’t the only ones munching in the tundra. 
White Dall sheep, with their curling horns, paid little at-
tention to us as they chewed their own meal. Great happi-
ness. 

It was time to get back and bushwhacking in the brush 
was slow going. The late afternoon sun lit the yellow wil-
low leaves and red bearberries to a glowing ground cover. 
When I look back now over what has been a long life, this 
is one of those days in the outdoors that I will never, ever 
forget. And it started with a high school speech teacher 
who’d been out drinking.  

On top of Mount Decoeli 

On Mount Decoeli 

Silver City Ghost Town by Kluane Lake 

Fame But No Fortune 

Members of RMOWP who have something outdoorsy to 
say or a photo to brag about are invited to submit them to 
Rocky Mountain Outdoors (yes, this newsletter).  

There’s no pay. However, being published here does 
give previously unpublished individuals the opportunity to 
call yourself a published author or photographer. It also 
lets you submit your work in the published categories of 
the annual RMOWP contest. (BTW—the 2017 contest 
submission deadline is January 23.) 

Articles should be under 1,000 words – preferably from 
500 to 700 words – but we have and will run longer arti-
cles at times, perhaps in several parts. Most articles first 
appear in the newsletter and may then also be featured on 
the website. We ask for one-time publication rights for 
both the newsletter and the website, but other than that 
you’re free to submit it to any other publication. It will, 
however, remain on rmowp.org forever, as all newsletters 
are posted on the website. 

Photos, either to accompany an article or stand alone 
with a fascinating caption, should be decent-size jpegs. 

The newsletter is published every other month, but sub-
missions are welcome at any time. Email them to  
info@rmowp.org.  

http://rmowp.org
mailto:info@rmowp.org
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Old Jeeps and Hearts of Gold 

Article by, & photos courtesy of Myra Wood Bennett 

There is an old saying that your “there” is no better than 
your “here.” It is a belief held by those whose main re-
quirement in life is to live within a short distance of the 
nearest big box store. For others, it is a place that speaks to 
mind, body and soul. For me, it is the San Juan Mountains 
of Colorado. 

Committed to the all-American road trip, I have many 
times found gems and jewels along the road to somewhere 
else. The crown of my travels came at the northern end of 
the Million Dollar Highway of southwestern Colorado. 
Around that last bend and below lay a small mountain 
town that drew me down into its open arms. Driving along 
Main Street, my head snapped back and forth, taking in a 
scene that looked like a life-sized Victorian doll house. 
Nearing the end of the small town’s nine blocks, to our left 
was a large outdoor hot springs pool full of happy activity. 
We rounded one more curve and it was gone. I spent the 
next two miles looking in the rear view mirror yearning to 
know where I had just been and pledging to return. The 
next year we did just that and I felt without doubt I had 
found my new “home” in the Rockies. 

That next summer my husband and I found ourselves 
back again surrounded by the beauty and splendor of the 
area. We took our first jeep tour into 13,000 foot peaks. I 
saw wildflowers and played in July snow. In our hotel 
room was a guide for tourists. Along with advertisements 
for places to eat and stay, there were features of local citi-
zens. One article told the story of a jeep tour driver, anoth-
er featured a former mayor and songwriter, but it was the 
third article whose picture drew me in.  

The picture featured an older couple in years. The body 
language however told a story of a 
couple young at heart, very much 
in love, and full of life in the 
mountains. I noticed the turquoise 
bolo he wore in place of a tie and 
her tam smartly cocked on the side 
of her head. He held her close and 
she beamed in his embrace.  

On our last day in town I sought 
out the newspaper office to buy a 
subscription to the town’s weekly. 
The three humans working there 
were all friendly and kind, the dog 
working in the editor’s office even 

more so. That night as I packed, I saw lights shining bright-
ly from a new townhome being built. Windows covered the 
front of the townhome reaching all three of its stories. An 
older couple was inside watching a worker high on a lad-
der. How wonderful I thought it would be to live in this 
magical town.  

Once home, I looked forward to receiving my weekly 
paper from the mountains. I studied job openings, the real 
estate market, and dreamed of a life for myself in Ouray. 
But one week I saw a glaring front page headline. A wom-

an had fallen down a three story elevator shaft, and as I 
read; a sick feeling came over me. I began to rummage 
through vacation treasures looking for the tourist guide. 
Once found I quickly turned to the page of the loving cou-
ple, compared it to the newspaper, and felt tears well up in 
my eyes. The woman in the tourist guide and the woman 
who had fallen down the elevator shaft were one in the 
same. 

The article spoke of how the couple had recently moved 
into their new townhome. Taking a city map I realized that 
the townhome I had seen from my motel window was 
theirs and the couple I had seen looking up and smiling 
brightly in the glow of the chandelier was them. I sobbed. 
When able to read further I was relieved to learn she had 
survived! Then I thought of the man whose embrace was 
so tightly around her in the picture. What must he be going 
through?  

In a month or so the family placed a notice in the paper 
thanking people for all they had done and suggested she 
had improved and hoped to return home soon. Shortly 
thereafter, the paper told of her homecoming. I was so 
happy for both of them! 

The town seemed small enough I hoped if I sent a card 
simply with her name, it would find its way to her, and it 
did. I explained we had never met, was sorry if it seemed 
too forward, but that I had read of her accident in the paper 
and wanted to send my regards. As I mailed the card I 
thought to myself that would be it, but two weeks later; I 
found that not to be true. 

A letter came from her husband thanking me for seeing 
to “his Angie” as I would come to hear countless times in 
the next decade. He told me of all the many injuries she 
had acquired, how and why the accident happened, and 
encouraged me to stay in touch.  

Shortly before Thanksgiving, I decided to send her some 
flowers. The next day I was surprised to receive a phone 
call from her husband telling me the flowers had arrived 
just before the Bridge Club had gathered at their home for 
her first meeting since the fall. I came to find out that these 
same women retaught her how to play and also helped her 
regain speech. One of her several injuries had been brain 
damage.  

In the weeks and months that followed, Roger and I be-
came pen pals. I would share how much Ouray meant to 
me and in turn learned from him; it is the same feeling for 
those who live there. As spring approached, he and I began 
to look forward to our return that summer. 

July finally arrived and I was going back to Ouray to do 
something for the first time. I was going to visit friends. 
We arrived in late afternoon and as I pulled into the condo 
I saw an older woman sitting on our doorstep. She stood 
up, came toward me with open arms and said, “you must 
be Myra, I’m Angie.” I was enveloped in a bear hug by 
someone about the size of a cub. She said to quickly un-
pack and come to their home. She and Roger were hosting 
a dinner party for us and everyone was already there. 
Jumping into their Subaru Outback, the official family car 
of Colorado, she was off in a cloud of dust. 

Roger & Angie Henn 
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Upon arriving we were introduced to several family 
members, wine was served and we sat around their table 
together, joining hands for grace, and Roger’s serving of 
the ham. Following the meal, some helped clean the kitch-
en while others wandered outside on the deck. Peering out 
her kitchen window, Angie began to shout, Alpenglow, 
Alpenglow. All those accustomed to life in the mountains 
ran for the window or the deck’s railing, began looking up 
and smiling. I jockeyed for posi-
tion within the group looking up 
to see the very top of the moun-
tains glowing a deep orange red 
from the sun’s rays, as dark omi-
nous clouds loomed above. I 
learned in that very moment that 
no matter how long you have 
lived in the mountains, others 
need never wonder if you find 
them as breathtaking as a low-
lander. They do, they certainly 
do. 

As we thanked them for the 
evening they said they would 
pick us up early in the morning 
for a jeep ride. Now mind you, 
both were in their 80’s, one had 
just survived a three story free-
fall down a shaft and the other 
had lived through it. True to their word, they arrived the 
next morning in a 1974 Willys jeep with their dog, Ginger. 
We ventured from town on the highway, left it behind and 
began to climb a steep old mining road.  

Upon reaching the summit Roger pulled into an area 
explaining that for many years they and their best friends 
would come to this spot every Saturday morning and cook 
breakfast over an open fire. Three of us ventured out for a 
short hike leaving Angie back at the jeep sitting with their 
dog in the back. Angie gazed out over the open terrain ly-
ing below her and smiled with a look of pure contentment. 

Tomorrow’s plans, we were told, would be hiking Port-
land Trail and to pack a lunch as we would picnic along 
the way. Once again we were given the best taxi service in 
town, their Willys, stopped by to pick up their niece and 
off we were into the mountains to play. We crossed a small 
creek and Angie was off, in the lead, trekking up that 
mountain as if it were her own. She led the way the entire 
hike and I later learned that the previous day’s jeep ride, 
and this particular hike, had been her first of each since the 
fall. I was honored to have shared that with her.  

The next evening brought us to her favorite place in 
town to eat; a small campground café with a tree growing 
in the middle and through the roof. It was during this meal 
as town’s people came and went I realized everyone knew, 
and loved, Roger and Angie. 

Saying good-bye that time was difficult. I had fallen 
even more in love with the town and realized that when 
your friends are in their 80’s one should not carelessly talk 
about or assume there will be a next time. But for the fol-
lowing decade there was a next time, there were many 

more next times.  

In between July trips, Roger and I continued to ex-
change letters which came to number over 100. He always 
started with a weather report concerning snow, the golden 
Aspens, which pass was open or closed. He would then 
share something with me about the town’s history; there 
was no one better to tell of it. He established Living Histo-

ry nights presented each 
summer for tourists, was 
responsible for getting al-
most two-thirds of the 
town placed on the Nation-
al Register, and was one of 
the founders of the county 
museum now considered 
“the best little museum of 
the West.”  

There were more jeep 
rides, hikes, and dinners 
around the tree growing 
through the roof. I knew 
Roger’s morning routine 
and would look for him as 
he walked their dog. We 
shared in good times and 
we shared in some bad. 
We all four shared in our 
love of dogs. They had 

Ginger, and we had Macy and Charley. One of Roger’s 
letters brought news that Ginger had cancer and they had 
put her to sleep. Their vet felt they needed another dog, 
but nearing their late 80’s they wondered if this one would 
survive them. My husband and I sent word that if they 
wanted to adopt, we would take care of the dog should it 
outlive them. 

Roger’s next letter brought news their vet had traveled 
with them through a snowstorm over the pass at Hotchkiss 
and up to Glenwood Springs, where they met Denver res-
cue. Tika was then mentioned in all future letters. 

I had come to learn that as peo-
ple in Ouray aged, they moved 
north to the town of Montrose 
which was lower in elevation, not 
as cold and with not as much 
snow to contend with. And so it 
was with Roger and Angie as 
they began their 90’s. They 
moved to an assisted living cen-
ter. Tika was right there with 
them all sharing a room together.  

In time, Angie moved into the 
Memory Unit. Roger would go 
each day and visit, but could not 
stand being separated from “his 
Angie”. He was allowed to move 
in with her, and for the first time in the facilities’ history, a 
dog, Tika, was allowed to live with them.  

See Old Jeeps… page 8 

Frank Bennett, Myra Wood Bennet, and Roger & Angie Henn at 

Ridgway State Park (north of Ouray), June 2003 

Roger & Tika 
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Want this newsletter e-delivered? 

Let us know: info@rmowp.org 

Subject: E-mail RMO 

Thanks! 

Announcing: Young Outdoor Writer’s Contest  

By Virginia Parker Staat 

Calling all young outdoor writers! RMOWP is introducing 
a new writing category for its annual contest, specifically 
designed for outdoor writers age 18 and under. Our goal is 
to encourage youth to write about their outdoor experienc-
es and interests in wildlife and nature.  

There is no entry fee for this category, but you must be 

an RMOWP member (student membership is $5 per year). 
Contestants may enter published or unpublished articles, 
columns, editorials, short stories, or essays with an outdoor 
theme. All entries should be typewritten. 

General contest rules and entry form are included in this 
newsletter and also available on the RMOWP website 
(rmowp.org). Entries must be postmarked by January 23, 
2017. Our young members are also encouraged to enter 
their photographs. If you consider yourself a novice-level 
photographer, check out the novice photograph category. 

 

Name Change for Category 08 

Last year several submissions in category “08 Events” 
were disqualified when the judge determined they did not 
meet the criteria as described. The name—Events—
apparently caused confusion for some members, resulting 
in a new name: 08 Natural Phenomena (see the Contest 
Rules included with this newsletter for details).  

We had two visits with them there. The first was sad for 
me. The doors were locked. The mountains were barely 
visible 30 miles south peering over a high wall in the out-
side courtyard. Could the eyes of someone in their 90’s see 
that far?  

On our last visit I found Angie asleep in a chair. Roger 
didn’t seem to know us at first but was his usual cordial 
and polite self. I had let my hair grow longer, and although 
Angie had not seen me in a year, when she opened her 
eyes, she looked at me and said, “You’ve let your hair 
grow. It’s much more becoming”.  

We had a lovely visit and as time passed, they began to 
tire. We all walked to the door together, Roger holding 
Angie’s hand. An aide closely followed and opened the 
door for us. She gently coaxed them back, I turned to look 
over my shoulder as the door closed, and saw them for the 
last time. 

Angie passed a few months later and Roger followed in 
under a year. Today Tika lives with us in Illinois. We have 
taken her back to Colorado on vacation and she lay against 
their tombstone half an hour not moving. She has helped 
soften the blow of having lost Roger and his “dear Angie”.  

So some might say your “there” is no better than your 
“here.” But I beg to differ. There is family we are born 
into and family that we make. My fondest “family vaca-
tions” were those I had with my Colorado family, and my 
best souvenir ever, lies beside my bed at night. 

(Editor’s note: Ms. Wood Bennett joined RMOWP in 2015 and, 
when not in southwestern Colorado, resides with husband Frank  
in Grantsburg, Illinois.) 

Old Jeeps… cont. from page 7 

2017 Contest Updates 

Contest Rules and Entry Form are enclosed, and available 
at rmowp.org. 

Items of Note: 

 Your entries can now be submitted via dropbox. Con-
tact contest chairperson Frank Zurey for details 
(zurey.photo@mric.net). 

 A writing category for young people has been created 
(see next column). 

 Category 08 is renamed (see next column).  

 Humorous Photo Challenge continues for another 
laughter-filled year (see next page). 

 

Second-grader Bailey (a friend of 

Virginia’s) proudly displays the 

Honorable Mention Certificate she 

recently won in her school’s 

Young Author Contest.  

Older sister Morgan smiles her 

support. (Photo courtesy of  

their mother.)  

Blood Moon Eclipse  © Virginia Staat  

(2nd Place, Events category,  2016 RMOWP Photo Contest) 

rmowp.org
rmowp.org
mailto:zurey.photo@mric.net
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three photos per photographer) to Frank Zurey, 
zurey.photo@mric.net, by Monday, January 23, 2017 or 
include them with your annual contest entry. Please in-
clude a caption or description of the humorous photo-
graph.  

The humorous photo should be a digital image with an 
outdoor theme from the contest Categories 01 through 08 
(see the RMOWP Contest Rules for category descrip-
tions), but with no time limit on when the image was taken 
(cave paintings included). No manipulated humorous en-
tries please! Follow the contest rules for sizing, which are 
an image size of six inches on the longest side at 300 ppi 
in high-resolution jpg format. If you do not have the soft-
ware to resize the image, submit the file as produced by 
your camera.  

The file name of the humorous entry should be hum 
underscore, photographer's first name underscore, photog-
rapher's last name underscore, image title. (Example: 
hum_tom_smith_elk dancing). The judges will identify 
notable entries and present a slide show at the 2017 con-
ference in Sierra Vista, Arizona.  

2017 Angelo Sciulli Humorous Photo Challenge 

The Angelo Sciulli Humorous Photo Challenge has been 
an outstanding hit since its inception in 2007. This photo 

challenge is separate from the annual RMOWP contest, 
and you need not enter the annual contest to submit humor-
ous photos. Please email your humorous photo entry (up to 

Cotton Carrier Announces Binocular/Camera Combo 

Carrier  

RMOWP corporate friend 
Cotton Carrier has an-
nounced the launch of its 
latest product – the new and 
improved Binocular Brack-
et and Camera Harness. The 
bracket is compatible with 
most binoculars and can be 
used with any of the com-
pany’s harnesses or hol-
sters.   

Perfect for birdwatchers 
and other outdoor enthusiasts, the bracket and harness can 
easily support one pair of binoculars and one camera, ena-
bling the wearer to first spot and then capture an image of 
that rare bird. 

As with all Cotton Carrier 
products, the Binocular Bracket 
and Camera Harness keeps your 
equipment secure, close to the 
body and within easy reach. It 
also helps avoid the neck strain 
often associated with hanging 
binoculars and cameras around 
your neck. 

For information on all of Cot-
ton Carrier’s camera and binocu-
lar harnesses and holsters, see 
www.cottoncarrier.com. 

Buck Knives Announces Special Anniversary Edition 

Knife 

Buck Knives, a longtime supporter of RMOWP, has an-
nounced a Cabela’s-exclusive 75th anniversary edition of 
the 119 Special. Buck’s most popular sheath knife, the 
119 made its debut in a two man shop where they were 
hand made by Hoyt and Al Buck.  

Gaining fame during WWII, the original 119 Specials 
were designed for U.S. soldiers, made from surplus files 
and recycled airplane canopies. Today’s knife has a 
420HC steel 6-inch clip-point blade and Phenolic handle, 
and the 119 special edition available at Cabela’s comes in 
a collector’s display tin. 

Buck Knives and Cabela’s have been working together 
as retail partners for over 40 years, according to Buck 
Knives. See www.buckknives.com and www.cabelas.com.  

 

News From Our Corpora te  Fr iends  

Crouching Tiger Pose © Al Perry 

2016 Humorous Award “Chipmunk High Five” 

mailto:zurey.photo@mric.net
http://www.cottoncarrier.com
http://www.buckknives.com
http://www.cabelas.com
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Joshua Tree  

© Frank Zurey  

(Honorable Mention, 

Flora category,  

2016 RMOWP Photo 

Contest) 

President’s Column 

A Little Dream Work 

By Kent Taylor 

For several years now, I've taken my dreams 
to therapy each month. It is part of my self-
care. In one dream, I remember sitting down to a meal 
around a large table surrounded by friends and joy and 
warmth. For some reason, however, I thought I needed to 
take a picture of the moment so I exited the building, 
walking several blocks to the car to retrieve a camera. The 
remainder of the dream was filled with an unending search 
to return to the meal, never finding my way back to the 

Front Row Seat at Sundown, 

Point Lobos State Natural Reserve, Carmel, CA  © Kent Taylor 

celebration. Perhaps you’ve had dreams like this?  

My analyst asked me, "Why did you leave? You had 
this great moment in front of you with all this intimacy 
and connection, and you left to get your camera. Why did 
you leave?" I hate it when she asks such questions! Yet, 
the dream became a way of reflecting on the difference 
between observing something and actually experiencing 
it; about keeping distance or moving closer; about intima-
cy; about opening more deeply to what we feel, smell, 
see, hear, and touch.  

In many ways, RMOWP is a community of people 
drawn together by a mutual love of nature and the ongo-
ing dance between observation and experience. Each year 
we gather to celebrate what we’ve discovered, what has 
touched us, moved us. We learn from each other. We 
laugh. We share conversations around tables. We spend a 
few days near the earth to see what we might create 
through pixel and pen. Sometimes we even dream a little. 

Looking forward to seeing you in Sierra Vista, friends.  


